Homework Contract  
Year 5  
Week 4, 16th February

Spelling
- Find and write down the dictionary meanings to 5 words.
- Choose 5 words and write an **interesting** sentence for each word.

Reading
- Read for at least 15 mins every night and **record in your diary**.

Religion
- Read and complete ‘**Ordinary Time 6**’ in your school diary.
- Read ‘family focus’ to a parent and complete the puzzle.

Maths
- Revise your 6x and 7x times table. **Write out each night**. Time yourself on Monday and then again on Thursday.

Science
- Bring in an article from the newspaper about a natural disaster that has occurred somewhere in the world. HINT: Try looking in ‘The World’ section of the newspaper. Read the article and write a brief summary of the article. To be completed in your Homework book.

Physical Activity
- Running on the spot (3x30secs)
- Star jumps (3x10sets)